INTRODUCTION
In [1] free convection flow in a vertical channel of finite height and thickness with power la.w fluid is investigated.
In this paper we consider free convection flow in a vertical thin cylinder of finite height with given external temperature (see Fig. 1 ). The problem is solved by a finite difference scheme. The calculation result when the height is much bigger than the diameter is compared with asymptotic one. A condition of neglecting the thickness is shown.
BASIC EQUATIONS AND ESTABLISHING THE PROBLEM
According to the boundary layer theory and Bushinhesc approximation, in cylindrical coordinates the problem is governed by following equations in dimensionless form (see [2, 3] ).
Continuity equation:
Momentum equation:
Energy equation:
where _ av, _ av, dp' 
iJ,(r, 0) = Vzo; P'(1) = 0. !. (-raT,) = o ar ar
In addition, from the continuity equation and condition il, ( ~ , z) = 0 it follows:
The unknowns of system (2.1)
Two quantities of particular interest are the average velocity along the channel Vzo and the total heat transfer from the wall Q, which is characterized. by average Nusaelt number N u.o
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
First, we can exclude T, by integrating (2.6) combining with (2.5), and we get following boundary condition for T at r = ~ :
>.,
Mter T has found Tr can be calculated as (2.1)-(2.4), (2.7), (3.1) is a closed system for il, (r, z), v.(r, z) , T(r,z), p'(z), v,,. 40 (3.1)
We solve this system by a finite difference method. The finite difference equation {see Fig. 2 ) (drop signs . for convenience)
2.6,).
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We solve this system by iterating on index ~; Let 1 s assume that all quantities at J -row and quantities with index s at J + 1 -row are kiiown. From (3.4) using the Thomas algorithm
we can obtain T 1 + 1 . Introducing into {3.3) gives (drop index s + 1 and J + 1 at v, and;/ for convenience). 
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS a) Asymptotic solution
When (H/ D) -> oo then far from the entrance the problem is one-dimensional and we can find the solution easily T=1
If h stands for average heat transfer to the liquid coefficient then.
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